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Create schedules for various types
of activities The interface of the
program is plain and simple. You
can create a new project from a
template or wizard. In the ClockIt
wizard you can set up the schedule
range, define holiday and region
settings, and add employees (you
can also import them from a
Vcard). But you can also create
shifts and adjust the color settings
for holidays and weekends. Edit
elements of interest, fill in details,
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and export In addition, you can
edit the employee field (e.g. work
arrangement, availability,
assignable shifts, extra), set up
attendance types, create shift
groups and select background
colors for various query reports.
Furthermore, you can configure
auto scheduling department
options, specify the minimum and
maximum occurrence per function
and shift per day, find assigned
employees, manage availability
exceptions, as well as view a
custom query, shifts/days
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summary and worked hours.
Moreover, you can enable
automatic backups, export a
ClockIt file to the HTML, Excel,
Word or XML format, use the
"undo", "redo" and search
functions, copy and paste
comments, and others. The
program takes up a low-to-
moderate amount of system
resources and includes a well-
drawn help file with snapshots.
We haven't encountered any kind
of problems during our tests. A
few last words Except for the
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interface which could use some
minor improvements, we strongly
recommend ClockIt: Easy
Schedule Creator to all users.
Read More.. Scheduling ClockIt:
Easy Schedule Creator is a
program that can easily create a
schedule. The tool is convenient
for both employers and
employees. You can set up the
time and duration of various
activities, as well as add
employees (you can also import
them from a Vcard). The program
also includes a simple wizard that
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allows you to easily set up a range,
define holiday and region settings,
and add employees. In addition,
you can define shifts and adjust
the color settings for holidays and
weekends. You can also edit the
employee field (e.g. work
arrangement, availability,
assignable shifts, extra), set up
attendance types, create shift
groups and select background
colors for various query reports.
Furthermore, you can enable auto
scheduling department options,
specify the minimum and
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maximum occurrence per function
and shift per day, find assigned
employees, manage availability
exceptions, as well as view a
custom query, shifts/days
summary and worked hours.
Finally, you can enable automatic
backups, export a ClockIt file to
the
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Easy to use application for
creating and editing calendar, shift
and holiday schedules. Timo Labs
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ClockIt for Windows: Cloud
Scheduling Software: Scheduling:
ERP Software: Tradeshift Price:
Free. Description: Do you want to
manage your business in the most
efficient way? Are you seeking for
a cheap solution that can help you
cut costs and waste of resources?
Do you need to automate your
scheduling? If so, Timo Labs
ClockIt ERP is the right product
for you. This scheduler software
with integrated cloud technology
enables you to manage the
schedules of your employees and
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your entire organization in a cloud
scheduling system. Key Features:
Scheduling: You can manage the
schedules of your employees and
your entire organization in a cloud
scheduler. ERP Software: You can
integrate ClockIt with your ERP
system. You can customize the
software according to your
requirements. Cloud Technology:
You can use the scheduling
solution in your internet browser.
Hands-free Scheduling: You can
schedule any employee without
leaving your office. Cut Costs:
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You can save your time and
energy by automating and cutting
back your resources. Scalable:
You can expand your application
by adding new users and project
managers. Multi-locale: You can
translate and localize the
application. Full Unicode Support:
You can use your native language
for translation. HAL Community:
In this community, you can find
and join with other users. Hourly,
Daily, Weekly, Biweekly,
Monthly, Semi-monthly,
Quarterly, Yearly: You can
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manage the schedules of your
employees according to your
needs. Share: You can share and
collaborate with other users.
Integrate: You can integrate with
your ERP and Accounting
systems. Extend: You can extend
ClockIt for your needs and
requirements. Efficient: You can
implement ClockIt in your
company, department or section.
Your comments: UFT
Technologies ClockIt for
Windows: Cloud Scheduling
Software: Tradeshift Price: Free.
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Description: UFT ClockIt
integrates with Tradeshift,
accounting, ERP, CRM, Business
Intelligence, reporting, and a host
of other third-party tools to help
you get your projects done, on
time, and under budget. Key
Features: Integrates with
Tradeshift and other major
business applications: UFT
ClockIt connects to hundreds of
third-party apps and integrates
with them, so you can store your
project data in 1d6a3396d6
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What's New in the?

Define your schedule from any
day in the past and apply it to the
current day. You can create
schedules in various projects,
including public and private, or
any from the template. ClockIt:
Easy Schedule Creator is an
application with a pretty self-
explanatory title - it allows you to
create a schedule. The tool is ideal
for employers. Create schedules
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for various types of activities The
interface of the program is plain
and simple. You can create a new
project from a template or wizard.
In the ClockIt wizard you can set
up the schedule range, define
holiday and region settings, and
add employees (you can also
import them from a Vcard). But
you can also create shifts and
adjust the color settings for
holidays and weekends. Edit
elements of interest, fill in details,
and export In addition, you can
edit the employee field (e.g. work
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arrangement, availability,
assignable shifts, extra), set up
attendance types, create shift
groups and select background
colors for various query reports.
Furthermore, you can configure
auto scheduling department
options, specify the minimum and
maximum occurrence per function
and shift per day, find assigned
employees, manage availability
exceptions, as well as view a
custom query, shifts/days
summary and worked hours.
Moreover, you can enable
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automatic backups, export a
ClockIt file to the HTML, Excel,
Word or XML format, use the
"undo", "redo" and search
functions, copy and paste
comments, and others. The
program takes up a low-to-
moderate amount of system
resources and includes a well-
drawn help file with snapshots.
We haven't encountered any kind
of problems during our tests. A
few last words Except for the
interface which could use some
minor improvements, we strongly
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recommend ClockIt: Easy
Schedule Creator to all users.
"What a pity, the great Oceana
tower. What has happened to
her?" - "You are rather late, dear.
Oceana has been murdered." -
"What?" - "Yes, her body has been
discovered in the park. She was
torn to pieces by wild animals. It's
a terrible thing. A terrible thing." -
"Dreadful! Dreadful!" - "The
police chief is looking for you, he
is searching everywhere. Come
in." - "Dear, dear. What will we
do?" - "You must leave the
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country. That is what will happen
to Oceana, you are the only one
who can save her." - "What shall I
do?" - "Quick, your passport and
handbag. We have three days." -
"How shall we leave? Where shall
we go?" - "Leave everything to
me." "What a pity, the great
Oceana tower. What has happened
to her?" -
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System Requirements For ClockIt: Easy Schedule Creator:

OS: Windows Vista or later.
Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.4
GHz or faster. Memory: 2 GB
RAM (4 GB RAM for Home
Premium or Ultimate). Graphics:
NVIDIA 8800 GT (NVIDIA
GeForce 8800 GT) or better, or
ATI Radeon HD 2900 or better,
and OpenGL 2.1 or better. The
integrated graphics card found on
the latest Intel chipset i7 and i5
CPUs is not recommended.
DirectX: Version 9.0c compatible
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with Windows 7 and higher.
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